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Bring Harry Potter's world to vibrant life with this collectible coloring kit. The kit includes 30

illustrated cards with detailed designs to complete, 10 colored pencils, and 2 distinct magnetic

frames to display your art.
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I was happy to find this Harry Potter kit recently. I was a bit surprised to find out how small these

were (given the size listed in the description.) I think that the larger dimensions must refer to the

cardboard box when it is fully open, as the cards are much smaller. I'll provide details on the

components below. The designs are very small with detailed coloring elements. I suggest only small

nib coloring medium with this kit.I consider it a fun kit for any Harry Potter fan. They remind me of

exchangeable cards that have been popular over the years. I used only the included pencils on my

first project and I used each one of them at least once. I found that the pencils went on very light. So

light, I had to layer multiple coats of light blue and light green for them to show up at all. I think a kid

could have fun with the kit as is but for me, I will use other coloring medium for the rest of the cards.I

will provide details about the physical kit below, but here is a quick overview of what I found:30

Harry Potter designs in playing card sizePrinted on one side with high glossy backCardboard box

holds entire set folds open and closes with magnetTwo folding magnetic

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“framesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• for holding finished artworkAlcohol and water based

markers and India ink pen did not bleed throughGel pens did not bleed through but some required



extra drying timeColoring pencils did well but no room for blending in minute detailsThe kit contains

30 design cards which are mostly character cards and measure 3 3/8 x 2 7/16 inches. The cards

have the appearance of playing cards with a matte front and a high glossy coated decorated

back.There are ten colored pencils in the kit: medium brown, pink, red, orange, yellow, light green,

dark green, light blue, dark blue, and purple. The pencils work and keep a nice sharp point but they

are small and the colors are limited. They go on very light as I would expect from an inexpensive set

of pencils.There are two folding magnet frames. Cute but again, inexpensive. They do nicely for

holding a picture on the front of the refrigerator or on a locker ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ anything that a

magnet will stick to.I test my coloring items with various coloring medium (which I will list in the

comments section below.) While I tested them all, I really recommend only mediums that have or

can be sharpened to a sharp point (such as Uni-ball Signo gel pens, various ultra-fine markers, and

hard lead pencils.Here are the results of my tests:None of my coloring mediums bleed through this

card. I thought perhaps alcohol-based markers would show on the backside of the card but be held

in place by the glossy finish, but no, they did not bleed through. All gel pens with the exception of

Uni-ball Signo pens needed extra drying time. Pencils went on well and could blend but honestly,

there is very little room for blending on these cards. I like the way my Verithins worked

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ with good color and sharp lines.

The first review does a great job of explaining the kit much better than I could so I will only tell you

my issue with it. Most of the images are from the last movie. That makes them all pretty detailed and

also a bit boring. How many times do I want to color Harry, Ron, and Hermione in the same kind of

clothes?? They do include the house shields and some creatures. I guess I was hoping it would be

a nice compilation of all 7 movies, creatures, and places. There are only two actual images of Harry

from one of the early movies. The rest are all from Deathly Hallows as far as I can tell. It's a cute kit

but with the high detail in the tiny images, I can't put the extra one I bought in a little ones stocking.

It's definitely a set for older kids and up. 8+ I'd say though it is possible a younger fan might like it

too.

Very clever product. Nice packaging. And plenty of content, but as the first review states: have

another medium of color to use. The colored pencils the kit comes with simply aren't durable

enough to hold up to the card stock the images are printed on.Otherwise, a great product.

This very cute set was a bit smaller than I expected but nonetheless it's a nice little collectable. The



packaging is quite interesting with the magnetic box which opens up into a package similar to the

old life saver books, but 100% better construction. It includes 2 folding magnetic frames, the cards

are short set of coloring pencils. I'm still happy with the purchase and would do it again. I've got all

of the full size coloring books and if I want more detailed pictures to color I will pull one of them out. I

think this is well suited for any real collector or child that loves Harry Potter. Matter of fact, if you are

taking your Harry Potter fan out and will need to keep them occupied I think this is perfect. I haven't

decided if I'll color my cards yet but I've picked out a couple that I really like.

a lot tinier than i thought it would be (a little smaller than my hand) but overall, it's super cool and

easy to carry around just in case you want to start drawing. I got it as a gift and the person loved it!

I made this purchase as a gift for a Harry Potter fanatic. I recognize that part of my disappointment

is my own fault for not looking more closely at the dimensions. This is a very small coloring kit, with

coloring pages smaller than a 4x6" photograph.This, again, is my fault for not looking into the

details. It does explain why the kit is so inexpensive - I will still give it as a gift and I expect her to be

pleased. Would work great for travel, as well.

My friend loves Harry Potter so this coloring kit she really enjoys. It was a reasonable price and it

comes with mini color pencils and loads of coloring cards to color! It also comes with magnet things

where you can put it on your fridge or any place magnetic.

While small, this kit is pretty awesome! It has several cards to color & a magnetic frame that is great

for the fridge. We used different colored pencils so I can't speak to how they are.
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